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Abstract

In an increasingly connected world, energy efficiency has become a significant problem. Online electronic transactions are booming based on shopping convenience, fast payments, and lower prices. Electronic trading systems are
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one of the main sources of energy consumption because the so-called contract signing protocol (CSP) is a crucial
part of e-commerce. Therefore, the energy consumption is largely determined by the efficiency of the CSP. To this
end, an abuse-free CSP with low-storage TTP is proposed to eliminate the enormous energy-consumption problem
originating from the unfit protocol design. This protocol exploits a proxy key scheme and introduces a lightweight
TTP storage policy that greatly reduces the TTP burden by integrating symmetric encryption aiming at constructing an energy-efficient electronic transaction ecosystem. Theoretical analysis and comparative analysis show that

M

the storage requirement of TTP is reduced by more than 50% while ensuring fairness, optimism and abuse-freeness
in our protocol. Moreover, the exchange steps of our protocol are reduced so that the protocol efficiency is improved.

ED

Keywords: energy-efficiency, contract signing protocol, low-storage TTP, abuse-freeness, proxy key

1. Introduction

PT

With the rapid development of the Internet, online shopping and payment have become a part of our daily lives.
As a result, energy efficiency in online electronic transactions has become a crucial problem. When a buyer uses an

CE

online payment method (e.g., Alipay or WeChat), he/she makes an E-Contract with the seller via a contract signing
protocol(CSP) [15, 2, 5]Z. Therefore, the efficiency of electronic transaction system [20, 19, 21] largely depends on
the CSP performance.

AC

A CSP allows two parties (e.g., Alice and Bob) to each declare their commitment to an agreed contract over

the Internet. A practical CSP should ensure that the transaction is fair and optimistic. In most scenarios, contract
signing involves an exchange of signatures on the given contract. Compared to contract signing in real life, Ryo and
Fujisaki [15] noted that there are some difficulties in designing a practical CSP for online electronic transactions.
One reason is that information exchange over the Internet is not simultaneous.
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To ensure the security of electronic transactions, most CSPs involve a trusted third party (TTP), such as an
e-commerce platform. We classify CSPs based on the TTP’s participation level. There are three types of CSPs: 1)
a protocol without a TTP; 2) a protocol with an on-line TTP; and 3) a protocol with an off-line TTP. The protocol
without a TTP exchanges signature information bit by bit, which ensures that the protocol is fair but is not efficient
[25, 6] because the TTP needs to be involved in every exchange, which results in a high communication cost and
low efficiency [28, 13]. The most commonly used protocol uses an off-line TTP to achieve fairness, optimism and
efficiency [1, 16, 24, 26]. Using an offline approach, the TTP is included only in the registration and dispute-resolving
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protocols, which reduces the amount of communication. The off-line TTP mechanism can guarantee fairness: at
the end of the protocol, either both parties have valid contract signatures or neither does.

However, due to the special nature of electronic transaction systems, the traditional CSPs are not appropriate.
Fortunately, the new protocol proposed in this paper can simultaneously satisfy the e-commerce requirements for
fairness, optimism, efficiency and abuse-freeness.
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Fairness. Fairness is the fundamental property of a CSP and indicates that both sides of a protocol obtain a signed
contractat the end of the protocol or that neither does. Many existing protocols are unfair. For example, Park
et al.’s scheme [16] cannot resist inference attacks in which an honest-but-curious arbitrator can easily acquire the
signer’s secret key. Qin et al.’s scheme [24] cannot resist replay attacks. To enhance fairness, our protocol solves
these two problems.

M

Optimism. Our scheme uses an off-line TTP that becomes involved only when a dispute occurs. Note that disputes
are rare because a dishonest party cannot obtain additional benefits from the dispute. Hence, our scheme achieves

ED

the property of optimism, i.e., the TTP is rarely included in the protocol.
Efficiency. Efficiency involves a faster signing process, reduced storage, less communication and lower computation
cost. In this protocol, the TTP stores only its private key, which dramatically the TTP ’s burden.

PT

Abuse-freeness. Abuse-freeness is an important CSP property. When one party can prove the validity of the
intermediate result, that party can utilize the result to seek additional benefits.

CE

In this paper, we contribute to the CSP for electronic transactions in the following aspects:
• In our CSP-E2 scheme, we introduce a Schnorr signature as the signature method. To ensure fairness, we

AC

split the Schnorr private key into two partial keys. In this way, the TTP can obtain only a partial private
key; it cannot obtain the complete signature of the sender, Alice.

• We present a low-storage TTP model as an arbitrator. In the traditional CSP protocol, a TTP is required to
store the messages of the involved parties, i.e., Alice and Bob. However,because of our symmetrical encryption
scheme, the TTP does not need to conserve any messages except for its own private key.
• We also propose a proxy key scheme to achieve abuse-freeness and prevent inference attacks. Before the
protocol terminates, either TTP or Bob can obtain only the Alice’s proxy signature. Therefore, the TTP
cannot infer Alice’s private key, and Bob is unable to abuse Alice’s partial signature.

2
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the off-line TTP scheme, Schnorr
signature scheme, key decomposition scheme and proxy key scheme. Section 3 presents our new low-storage TTP
and abuse-free CSP. Section 4 analyzes the performance of the new protocol. Finally, section 5 provides a real-world
scenario, and section 6 concludes this work.

2. Related work
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Traditional off-line TTP CSPs have some flaws, i.e., we cannot guarantee the absolute trust of the TTP. Therefore, we cannot allow the TTP to have the ability to generate complete signature information. To solve this problem,
Park et al. [16] proposed a protocol based on the RSA signature scheme. In this scheme, the sender only sends
part of the private and public keys to the TTP for verification, and the TTP can only generate a partial signature.
However, Dodis and Reyzin [11] noted that the protocol is not secure because a curious TTP can deduce the whole
private key from the information it receives. To ensure the security of the protocol, Huang et al. [11] and Wang
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[26] each improved the protocol based on Park et al.’s work.

The improvement of Dodis et al.’s scheme is based on the ”Gap Diffie-Hellman [10], which can guarantee the
security of the protocol, but the computational complexity is unacceptable. Although previous works, including
those of Park’s and Dodis’, are fair and optimistic, the greatest problem is the vulnerability to inference attack.
That is, an honest-but-curious arbitrator can easily figure out the signer’s secret key. To solve this problem, Wang
[26] concealed the partial public key sent to the TTP by applying a zero-knowledge proof and trapdoor commitment

M

scheme instead of sending both the partial public and private keys. However, this method increases computation
cost and communication cost tremendously. Zhang et al. [27] first proposed a new property, abuse-freeness, and

ED

the property is implemented in his work based on a discrete logarithm. Based on the RSA signature scheme, Wang
[26] subsequently improved upon Park et al.’s work [16] to achieve abuse-freeness. Since Zhang et al. [27] and
Wang [26] have introduced protocols to achieve abuse-freeness, increasing attention has been paid to the property

PT

of abuse-freeness.

Abuse-freeness is a very important property in CSP that guarantees that both protocol sides cannot seek benefits
from the intermediate results. As an real example, Alice wants to apply to a university to pursue her graduate

CE

degree. Two universities, AU and BU, extend offers to Alice. AU provides a larger scholarship, but Alice does not
like its geographic position; by contrast, BU gives a smaller scholarship, but its location is more desirable to Alice.

AC

Alice can then show the scholarship that AU offered her to BU to seek greater benefits. In this situation, Alice
takes advantage of the protocol security flaws, which is defined as abuse-freeness.
Early research work mainly focused on the fairness and optimism of the protocol. Recent work [24, 8, 7, 12, 25]

has begun to pay attention to the efficiency and abuse-freeness of CSP. An obstacle for CSP is its efficiency issues.
One of the obstacles for CSP is its efficiency issues. However, it is difficult for existing relevant protocols to guarantee
those performances simultaneously. Our research ensures that the protocol is fair and optimistic while ensuring
abuse-freeness and efficiency based on the Schnorr signature. Moreover, previous work did not pay attention to
the TTP’s storage problem. The TTP in these works often require excessive storage overhead to, e.g., conserve
the message or public/private keys of other parties. To solve this problem, our work further achieves a low-storage
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TTP that does not need to store any information except for its own private key. To improve the efficiency of the
CPS in electronic trading systems, the low-storage TTP ensures a high utilization rate of storage.

3. Preliminaries
In this section, we highlight the most relevant methods for CSP.

TTP

1
2
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3.1. Protocol with off-line TTP
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Figure 1: The process of CSP with off-line TTP
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The most common protocols use off-line TTP to improve performance [3, 16, 24, 26]. The general flow of offline
TTP is shown in Figure 1, where Alice and Bob are the two parties to the signature exchange. First, Alice sends
her partial private key to TTP, and the TTP sends a voucher to Alice. Then, in the third through fifth steps,

AC

as shown in Figure 1, Alice and Bob follow the signature exchange protocol, in which they exchange signatures
normally without invoking the TTP. If a dispute arises, Bob can send his signature and the information received
from Alice to alert the TTP to arbitrate the problem. After the TTP verifies the message from Bob, it sends Alices
valid signature to Bob.
3.2. Schnorr Signature
The Schnorr Signature[23] is based on the intractability of the discrete logarithm problem. Stern and Pointcheval
[18] subsequently proved the security of this signature mechanism. We briefly introduce this algorithm in this section.
The Schnorr signature involves the following basic notations:
4
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• p, q: p and q are large primes that meet the conditions q|p − 1, q ≥ 2140 and p ≥ 2512 .
• g: g ∈ Z∗p and g q = 1 mod p.
• H: {0, 1}∗ → Zp , hash function.
• r: r ∈ Z∗q , 0 < r < q, private key.
• u: u = g r mod p , (g, u, p, q) is the public key.
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The main process of the Schnorr signature is as follows:
• Selection: Select a random number a ∈ q .

• Signature: Calculate σ = g a mod p, e = H(H(M) k σ), s = a + re mod q, where k denotes concatenation.
• Sending: Send (s, e) to the verifier to ensure that (s, e) is the signature of message M.

s −e

V erif y(s, e, u), then calculate r0 = g u

We first define a function v =
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After receiving the Schnorr signature, we need to verify its availability.

mod p ,e0 = H(H(M ) k r0) . When e0 = e mod p, then v = yes, i.e.,

the signature is valid. When e0 =
6 e mod p, then v = no, i.e., the signature is invalid.
3.3. Key decomposition

Assuming that Alice and Bob want to sign a contract, Alice first splits her private key d into d1 and d2 , where

M

d = d1 + d2 mod φ(n). According to the RSA signature rule, e1 = d1 −1 mod φ(n) and e2 = d2 −1 mod φ(n). Alice
subsequently sends only e1 and d2 to the TTP allowing the TTP to validate σ1 by e1 and generate the σ2 by d2 ,

ED

where σ = σ1 + σ2 .

This key decomposition ensures that the TTP cannot generate the complete signature while ensuring fairness.
However, there is a security flaw: a curious TTP can independently deduce the private key from the information it

PT

receives.

Wang [26] improved Park et al.’s protocol by hiding the partial public key e1 . In Wang’s protocol, Alice sends

CE

only d2 and some other information to the TTP; thus, the TTP cannot deduce Alice’s private key. In addition,
Wang [26] first achieved abuse-freeness based on the RSA signature. However, Wang integrated an interactive zeroknowledge protocol and trapdoor commitment scheme to ensure the protocol’s abuse-freeness, Which cause the

AC

computation and communication cost to become more expensive. For more details, please refer to [16, 26].
Our scheme also requires key decomposition based on the Schnorr signature. The private key d is split into r1

and r2 , where r = r1 + r2 mod q. The random number a can be split into a1 and a2 , where a = a1 + a2 mod p.
Alice can then calculate the corresponding signatures s1 = a1 + r1 e mod q and s2 = a2 + r2 e mod q. According to
the Schnorr signature rule, the public key is u = g r mod q. If Bob receives u1 and u2 , he can obtain the complete
signature by calculating u = u1 + u2 mod p. To ensure efficiency, we introduce the proxy key method, a lightweight
scheme that ensures our protocol remains abuse-free and improves safety. More information about the proxy key
scheme is provided in the following section.

5
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3.4. Proxy key and signature
The concept of a proxy signature was first introduced by Mambo et al.[22]. A proxy signature is useful in
scenarios in which a signer cannot sign a contract personally for some reasons. Extensive research work has been
conducted in the area of proxy signatures [24, 9]. Based on the Schnorr signature, Shi et al.[24] proposed a new
protocol to exchange signatures via a proxy. However, this scheme has some problems: it requires Alice to interact
with the TTP frequently, and it cannot resist replay attacks. Our proxy key scheme is based on the Schnorr

• r1 and Alice’s r2 are partial private keys, where r = r1 + r2 mod q.
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signature but is both efficient and safe. We next briefly present this scheme:

• r1 0 ,r2 ’: r1 0 = r1 + d1 mod q and r2 0 = r2 + d2 mod q,d1 , d2 ∈ Z∗q , proxy partial private keys.
0

0

• u1 0 ,u2 0 : u1 0 = g r1 , u2 0 = g r2 , proxy partial public keys. The signing process of the proxy key Schnorr

• Selection: Select a random number a ∈ q .
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signature is as follows:

• Proxy signature: Sω 01 = (Mω × r1 0 + aA ) mod q, Sω 02 = (Mω × r2 0 ) mod q.

If a receiver obtains Sω 01 and Sω 02 , it can restore the valid signature Sω by calculating σω = g aA mod p.
4. CSP-E2 : Contract Signing Protocol With Low-Storage TTP for Energy-efficient Electronic Trans-

M

action Ecosystems

We now describe the details of our CSP. We begin with an outline and then describe the establishment of three

ED

subprotocols.

4.1. The general framework of CSP-E2

PT

Our protocol consists of three subprotocols as shown in Figure 2: the registration protocol, CSP and dispute

AC

CE

resolution protocol. This scheme is based on the Schnorr signature, and we use the proxy key to enhance security.
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Bob
Verify VA,
Create s B

Figure 2: The general framework of CSP-E2

M

To achieve abuse-freeness, based on the Schnorr signature, Alice first splits her private key r into two partial
private keys r1 and r2 , as described in [24], and then generates r1 ’s proxy key r1 0 and r2 ’s private key r2 0 . More

ED

details about r1 0 and r2 0 will be introduced in the following section. Alice then sends r2 0 to the TTP for registration.
The TTP needs to verify r2 0 and CA ( CA will be introduced in the next section). If the verification succeeds, the
TTP generates a voucher VA for Alice. Note that to achieve a low-storage TTP, the TTP must create two secret

PT

messages α and β, where α = r2 0 + kA mod q, β = d + kA mod q and α, β are included in VA . The TTP then sends
the voucher VA to Alice. In the exchange protocol, Alice needs to send CA , VA and her partial proxy signature S1 0
to Bob. After Bob receives S1 0 , he needs to verify S1 0 by the partial public key u1 0 . If the verification suceeds,

CE

Bob generates his signature SB and sends it to Alice. Upon receiving SB and confirming the correctness of SB ,
she sends her signature SA to Bob. If SA is invalid or Alice does not send SA , Bob executes the dispute resolution

AC

protocol to obtain the valid signature SA from the TTP. In the following section, we describe the details of the
three subprotocols of our CSP.

7
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TTP

Alice
Mw = H ( H (w) || sw )

(
= (S

)

Sw ' = Mw 1 ´ r1 '+ aA mod q

Kw

w1

',M w

( 1)

If C A is correct ,
and Verify(S w1 ',Mw , u1') = yes,
calculates Sw2 ' = Mw ´ r2 ' mod q

C A , u1',r2',d,K w

)

and Sw = Sw1 '+ Sw2 '- Mw ´ d mod q.
If Verify(Sw , Mw , uA ) = yes, TTP sends VA to Alice

VA = (u1 ', a , b, I A , ST )
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(2)

Figure 3: The registration protocol process in electronic transaction ecosystems

4.2. Registration protocol

To obtain authentication from the TTP, the initiator should first execute the registration protocol to obtain the
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voucher from the TTP prior to the process of signature exchange. The registration protocol process is depicted in
Figure 3; the details are elaborated below.

In section 2, we described the Schnorr signature process; here, the meanings of the symbols remain unchanged.
Initially, Alice sets p, q, and g and then randomly selects two numbers rA and aA , where rA is Alice’s private key
and aA is the parameter to generate a signature. Alice’s public key uA can be calculated by her private key rA .
Alice subsequently registers with the certificate authority (CA) to receive her certification CA which includes uA ,

M

g, p and q.

Then, Alice divides her key into two partial private keys r1 and r2 , where rA = r1 +r2 mod p. Alice then generates

ED

r1 ’s proxy key and r2 ’s proxy key, where r1 0 = r1 + d1 mod q and r2 0 = r2 + d2 mod q. Next, Alice calculates d =
0

d1 + d2 mod q, and r1 0 ’s proxy public key u1 0 = g r1 mod p where d1 , d2 ∈ Z∗q . Alice also randomly selects a sample
message ω and calculates σω = g aA mod p and Mω = H(H (ω) k σω ) as well as Sω 01 = (Mω × r1 0 + aA ) mod q, such

PT

that Alice’s partial signature on ω is Kω = (Sω 01 , Mω ). Finally, Alice sends (CA , u1 0 , r2 0 , d, Kω ) to the TTP.

Upon receiving (CA , u1 0 , r2 0 , d, Kω ) from Alice, the TTP first checks whether CA is a valid certification for

CE

Alice. Then, the TTP needs to verify the partial proxy signature via the function vw1 = V erif y(Sw1 0 , Mw , u1 0 ).
When vw1 = yes , the TTP generates Alice’s partial proxy signature Sw2 0 = Mw × r2 0 mod q and calculates

Sw = Sw1 0 +Sw2 0 −Mw ×d mod q. Then the TTP executes the function vw = V erif y(Sw , Mw , uA ). When vw = yes,

AC

the TTP is required to generate a secret symmetric key by calculating kA = H(IA k rT ), where IA Alice’s identity

and rT is the private key of the TTP. Then, the TTP calculates α = (r2 0 + kA ) mod q and β = (d + kA ) mod q .
Finally, the TTP generates the voucher for Alice, i.e.VA = (u1 0 , α, β, IA , ST ), where ST = sign(u1 0 k α k β k IA , rT ),
and TTP sends VA to Alice.
We provide some notes on the registration protocol introduced above. In the preparation step, Alice needs
to register with the CA to obtain the certification CA so that she can verify that here corresponding public and
private keys are valid. However, to increase the reusability of the Schnorr signature key, if Alice has received a
certificate CA from CA, she does not need to repeat the registration for a long period of time. In the generation
step, Alice needs to set a sample message ω and generate the corresponding signature, which is signed by r2 0 . In
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this way, Alice can demonstrate the validation of u1 0 to the TTP. In the registration step, the TTP calculates the
partial signature Sω2 0 . The TTP can subsequently use Sω1 0 , Sω1 0 and d to calculate Sω1 0 . After verifying Sω1 0 , the
TTP can check whether r2 0 is Alice’s valid partial proxy private key. Finally, to achieve the low-storage, the TTP
generates its secret symmetric key KA . Furthermore, the TTP encrypts r2 0 , d, and KA into α and β. If the dispute
resolution protocol is executed, TTP can obtain α and β from Bob. Therefore, the TTP does not need to keep
any information except its private key. Finally, the TTP generates VA and sends it to Alice, to verify that she has

Alice: Initiator
MA
S1 '

H
H(( H ( m)||

A

Bob: Responder
)

( M A ´ r1' a A ) mod
dq

C A , VA ,S1',m,M A

( 1)

M A ´ rA

then send M B
and SB

SA

( 3)

yes

H
H(( H (m
(m)||

M B ´ rB
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(2)
If SB is valid ,

If VA ,C A is correct , t is suitable

and Verify(S1',M A , u1')

SB ,M B ,m

send SA
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T

registered with the TTP.

B

)

aB mod
dq

If Verify SA , M A , u 2'

yes, acc
accept SA

Otherwise , apply the TTP 's help

aA m
mod
od q

M

Figure 4: The signature exchange protocol of CSP

4.3. Signature exchange protocol

ED

Before the two involved parties exchange signatures, Alice and Bob need to negotiate the contract m, which
includes the identities of the involved parties and the TTP as well as a deadline T. The signature exchange process
is shown in Figure 4, and a detailed description follows.

PT

Generate partial proxy signature: Alice first computes δA = g aA mod p, and MA = H(H(m) k δA ).

Then, she generates her partial proxy signature S1 0 by computing S1 0 = MA × r1 0 + aA mod q. Finally, she sends

CE

(CA , VA , S1 0 , m, MA ) to Bob.

After receiving (CA , VA , S1 0 , m, MA ) from Alice, Bob needs to verify whether CA is valid. Then, Bob checks
whether the ST included in VA is signed by the TTP. If the conclusion is yes, Bob can confirm that VA was generated

AC

by the TTP. Furthermore, Bob is required to check the identities of Alice, Bob and the TTP in contract m so that
Bob can verify that m is written correctly. Additionally, Bob needs to check whether the deadline T is suitable.
If all of this goes well, Bob is required to verify the partial proxy signature S1 0 by v1 = V erif y(S1 0 , MA , u1 0 ).

When v1 = yes, Bob generates his signature by computing δB = g aB mod p and MB = H(H(m) k δB ), as well as
SB = MB × rB + aB mod q and Bob sends (SB ,MB , m) to Alice.
Verify Bob’s signature: Upon receiving (SB ,MB , m) from Bob, Alice checks whether SB is Bob’s valid
signature using vB = V erif y(SB , MB , uB ). When vB = yes, she computes her signature SA = MA × rA + aA mod q
and sends SA to Bob.
After receiving SA from Alice, Bob verifies the signature using v = V erif y(SA , MA , uA ). When the verification
9
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v = yes, the signature exchange has been executed successfully. However, if Bob did not receive SA for some reason
or the verification v = no, Bob can execute the dispute resolution protocol, which is introduced in the next section.
There are some notes that apply to this section. In step 3.3.1, Alice only sends her partial proxy signature S1 0
and some other verification information to Bob because the TTP can generate the complete signature based on
this information. IIn step 3.3.2, a deadline T is attached to commitment m to ensure that the signing process is
completed by the deadline. In addition, including the deadline reduces replay attacks.
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4.4. Dispute resolution protocol
After executing the exchange protocol, Alice has acquired Bob’s signature. However, Bob may not receive
Alice’s signature SA , or SA may not be valid. In that case, Bob is required to turn to the TTP to obtain Alice’s
real signature before the deadline T. The detailed procedures are as follows.

• First, Bob sends (CA , VA , S1 0 , m, MA , SB , MB ) to the TTP. Upon receiving the message from Bob, the TTP

AN
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first validates CA and VA . Then, the TTP verifies whether the SB is available using vB = V erif y(SB , MB , uB ).
• When the verification vB = yes, the TTP decrypts α and β to obtain r2 0 and d via the equation r2 0 =
α − kA mod q and d = β − kA mod q. Then, the TTP calculates Alice’s proxy partial signature by computing

S2 0 = MA × r2 0 mod q. Next, the TTP obtains Alice’s signature SA by computing SA = S1 0 + S2 0 − MA ×
d mod q. Finally, the TTP sends SA to Bob and SB to Alice.

M

Note that, in the dispute resolution protocol, the two variables α and β act as the secret keepers. These two
variables are generated by the TTP in the registration protocol described in section 3.2. Then, the TTP calculates
the symmetric key kA , which is used to encrypt r2 0 and d, according to kA = H(IA k rT ). The TTP subsequently

ED

decrypts α and β to obtain r2 0 and d via the symmetric key kA . Using this approach, the TTP does not need to
store any information except for its private key rT ; thus, in our scheme, the TTP in our scheme can achieves the

5. Discussion

PT

low-storage property.

CE

We now examine the security and efficiency properties of the new protocol.
5.1. Fairness

AC

Fairness is a fundamental issue to be considered in a CSP and means that neither of the two signers can obtain

more benefits than the other, even if he/she is dishonest in the process. We can classify situations involving
unfairness into two scenarios. One is that Alice is honest while Bob is cheating. Another is that Bob is honest while
Alice is cheating. Next, we discuss these two cases.
In the first case, where Alice is honest while Bob is dishonest, based on the research of Pointcheval et al. [18, 17]
and Morita et al. [14], we can conclude that the partial signatures S1 0 and S2 0 cannot be forged by others, i.e., only
Alice can generate S1 0 , and only Alice and the TTP can generate S2 0 . In the CSP, Bob receives (CA , VA , S1 0 , m, MA )
from Alice. Bob then decides whether to send his signature SB to Alice or not. If Bob sends his signature SB to
Alice, Alice will send her signature SA to Bob because Alice is honest. Therefore, both Alice and Bob will receive
10
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the signature of the other party. If Bob does not send his signature or sends an invalid signature to Alice, he cannot
obtain Alice’s signature. Moreover, Bob cannot generate Alice’s complete signature because he has only the partial
proxy signature S1 0 . To receive Alice’s complete signature, Bob can ask the TTP for help. However, in the dispute
protocol, Bob must send his valid signature SB to TTP. If Bob does not send his valid signature, he will not obtain
Alice’s signature from the TTP.
In the second case, where Alice is dishonest, while Bob is honest, to receive Bob’s signature during the CSP,
Alice must send her partial proxy signature S1 0 to Bob. If S1 0 is invalid, Bob will not return his signature SB to
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Alice. After Alice sends S1 0 to Bob, Bob will send his signature SB to Alice because Bob is honest. Upon receiving
SB from Bob, Alice can either send her signature SA to Bob or not. If Alice sends her signature to Bob, both
parties will receive the signature from the other party. If Alice does not send her signature to Bob, Bob will ask
the TTP for help.

Based on the above discussion, we can conclude that our protocol does not favor any dishonest parties; that is,

AN
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our protocol is fair.
5.2. Abuse-freeness

Abuse-freeness is an important property of CSP. During the protocol, neither of the involved parties can prove
to an outside party that the intermediate results received are available. Many existing protocols can achieve such a
property. For example, Wang [26] achieves abuse-freeness via a zero-knowledge protocol and trapdoor commitment
scheme. However, we employ a proxy signature to make our scheme not only abuse-free but also efficient. That

M

is, if Bob receives the five tuple (CA , VA , S1 0 , m, MA ) from Alice, he might be able to prove the validation of the
intermediate result to a third party. However, Bob can only prove that the partial proxy signature S1 0 is valid.

ED

In other words, even if the partial proxy signature S1 0 can be proved to an outside party Charlie, Charlie cannot
obtain either Alice’s real partial signature or Alice’s entire signature because S1 0 is only an encryption result of
the partial signature S1 . Therefore, Bob cannot convince Charlie that he has the a valid intermediate result, e.g.,

5.3. Low-storage TTP

PT

Alice’s partial signature S1 . Thus, our protocol achieves abuse-freeness.

CE

In our protocol, the TTP has low storage requirements because it does not need to keep any information except
for its private key. In contrast, the TTPs in previous schemes [16, 24, 26] are all required to maintain far more

AC

information, (e.g., partial public or private keys, partial signatures and so forth). During the registration process,
Alice sends (CA , u1 0 , r2 0 , d, Kω ) to the TTP; however, after verifying the information, the TTP does not store any
information except for its private key. The TTP then returns VA = (u1 0 , α, β, IA , ST ) to Alice to complete the
registration. When a dispute occurs, the TTP can generate Alice’s partial signature to help Bob obtain Alices
signature only as discussed in the previous section.
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We compare the information stored by TTP with the schemes of Park et al. and Wang. The private key of the
TTP in our protocol is 512 bits and the length of the RSA modulus n is 1,200 bits. We also calculate the average
size of the stored information in the protocol based on the RSA signature. As shown in Figure 5, the information
stored by the TTP in our protocol is far less than in the protocols of Park et al. and Wang. More precisely, our
protocol reduces the storage requirements by 68% compared with Wangs work and by 79% compared with Park et

M

al.s work. Overall, in our protocol, the TTP can fulfill its role without storing too much information.
5.4. Efficiency

ED

In this section, we analyze the efficiency of our protocol. We analyze the efficiency only in the normal case
(i.e., the dispute resolution protocol is not included in this discussion). We consider the number of modular exponentiations, which is a type of exponentiation performed over a modulus. The modular exponentiation operation

PT

computes the remainder of an integer b (base) raised to an i-th power (called the exponent) bi and divided by a
positive integer n (known as the modulus). As an example in symbol form: given the base b, the exponent i, and

CE

the modulus n, the modular exponentiation M is M ≡ bi (modn). Because modular exponentiation is by far the
most computationally expensive cryptographic operation, we consider modular exponentiation as the main factor
when evaluating the efficiency of the new protocol. For comparison, we select the methods of Shi et al. [24], Wang

AC

[26] and Ateniese [4] as baseline methods. We calculate the number of modular exponentiations during the process
of CSP.
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Wang

Park et al.

Q.Shi et al.

Ateniese

Our protocol

Fairness

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Abuse-freeness

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Timely termination

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Replay attack

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Efficiency

low

Middle

Middle

Low

High
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T

Table 1: Comprehensive comparison
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Figure 6: Number of modular exponentiations

As shown in Figure 6, our protocol’s computational efficiency is moderate. Compared with the work of Ateniese
[4] and Wang [26], the computational cost of our scheme is 43% and 20% lower, respectively. Compared with Shi

PT

et al.’s work, our scheme’s computational cost is 14% higher, but this increase is not meaningful because 1) our
scheme achieves low-storage TTP (i.e., the TTP in our protocol does not need to store much information); 2) after

CE

registering with the TTP, Alice does not need to register again for a long period, which obviously reduces the
communication costs; and 3) our scheme ensures that the protocol can be completed or ended in a reasonable time.
Moreover, our mechanism strengthens the defense against replay attacks. Therefore, even though the number of

AC

modular exponentiations required by our protocol is slightly higher than that in Shi et al.’s method, our protocol
is superior with respect to TTP efficiency and safety. That is, the comprehensive performance of our protocol is
superior to that reported in previous works.
5.5. Comprehensive comparison
In this section, we comprehensively compare our protocol with related protocols. The analysis of different
protocols follows CSP between two parties.
As shown in Table 1, the protocols of Park and Shi do not satisfy the requirements of timely termination and
defense against replay attack. In particular, neither Parks protocol nor Atenieses protocol are abuse-free, and the
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latter’s efficiency is lower than those of the others. Wangs scheme is also good, but it requires seven steps; therefore,
it is not as efficient. We can conclude that our protocol is excellent not only in terms of security but also in terms
of efficiency compared with the baseline approaches. Thus, our protocol is more suitable for electronic transactions,
which require greater safety and efficiency.
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6. Case study
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Figure 7: The process of signature exchange between taxis
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Next, this paper presents a practical application of a CSP in electronic transaction ecosystems. A CSP in an
electronic transaction ecosystem is considerably more complicated than is a CSP in a traditional network environ-

CE

ment. The protocol’s performance is affected not only by potential security problems but also by efficiency concerns.
Reducing the communication delay requires more powerful computing power and a larger storage capacity under
the electronic transaction ecosystem conditions.

AC

With the rapid development of online payments and their intrinsic characteristics, a CSP for electronic trans-

action ecosystems is urgently needed. Based on its inherent features, the relationship between buyer and seller is
primarily a trading relationship; thus, the online payment area may be the first field to apply the protocol. Without
loss of generality, we assume that buyer A communicates with seller B, to exchange location information, goods
information, customer information and other sensitive information requiring signatures. As shown in Figure 7, a
CSP between the involved parties must meet the following requirements:
• Fairness: Buyer A and seller B need to communicate and they require the property of fairness: that is, either
A and B receive each others signatures or A and B do not receive each others signatures. The payment
platform acts as the TTP. Our protocol can guarantee that the communication process between A and B is
14
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fair (i.e., there is no the case in which one party receives the signature of the opponent but the other does
not).
• Abuse-freeness:During the communication process, the proposed protocol ensures that A and B cannot take
advantage of the intermediate signatures to seek interests from third parties. Neither side of the communication
can prove the validity of the intermediate results; thus, the intermediate signatures cannot be abused.
• Security: The A and B communication process must ensure the validity and security of the signature on the
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message: that is, the signer cannot deny the signature results, and third parties cannot forge the signatures or
crack the signature encryption. The protocol proposed in this paper ensures signature validity while enhancing
security to defend against various attacks.

• Efficiency: We improved the traditional CSP and reduced the exchange steps, computing cost and storage cost,
thus increasing our protocol’s suitability for use in online payments and electronic transaction ecosystems.
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Electronic transaction ecosystems can be applied to a variety of trading environments such as a buyer dealing
with a seller, a buyer dealing with a platform, and so on. In summary, our new protocol improves the traditional
protocol with respect to security and more importantly, improves efficiency to make it more suitable for electronic
transaction ecosystems.

M

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new signature-exchange protocol based on the Schnorr signature in electronic
transaction ecosystems. In contrast to most existing protocols, the new protocol is not only fair and optimistic

ED

but also abuse-free and more efficient, and it can be implemented in future systems. In particular, in our work,
the TTP achieves the low-storage property. The theoretical and comparative analyses showed that our approach

PT

reduces the TTP’s storage burden by 68% compared with Wangs work and by 79% compared with Park et al.s work
while retaining the properties of security and optimism. All these improvements are critical for the development of
electronic transaction ecosystems.

CE

The new protocol could be implemented in electronic transaction ecosystems in the future. Therefore, our
future work will focus on experiments with electronic transaction ecosystems. The theoretical analyses showed
that our protocol has great advantages over traditional protocols for deployment in electronic transaction network

AC

environments. We will build an experimental environment to comprehensively evaluate the protocol.
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